
Which PC Web Browser is the Best?
Chrome, Firefox or Internet Explorer... which is the best?
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Most professionals use their web browser nearly all day long. From research, to
checking news stories, �le sharing, collaboration and accessing web-based
programs. And watching videos on YouTube, of course. Which browser do you
prefer?

On my PCs, I have all three of the major browsers designed for Windows (Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome). I’ve also had the PC version of Safari in the past.

Personally- I use Firefox as the default, but mostly just because I’ve gotten
accustomed to it. That isn’t to say I believe it is necessarily better than the other two.

PC World recently did a comparison of these three browsers (not sure why they left
out Safari), and found similarities between them, but when it came to a few hey
factors, including speed and handling graphics, there was a winner.

Which one? Check out PC World for the scoop.
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Hello. It looks like you’re using an ad blocker that may prevent our website from
working properly. To receive the best experience possible, please make sure any blockers
are switched off and refresh the page.

If you have any questions or need help you can email us
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